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All [52, 26, 10] binary self-dual codes with an automorphism of order 7 are enu-
merated. Up to equivalence, there are 499 such codes. They have two possible weight
enumerators, one of which has not previously arisen. ( 2001 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
In [1], Conway and Sloane present an upper bound on the minimum
distance of Type I codes and list the possible weight enumerators for codes of
length up to 72 which meet this bound. An open problem, examined by
numerous authors (see [2}4, 8, 11}13] for example), is to produce codes
which possess weight enumerators in this list. A separate but related problem
is to completely classify all self-dual codes which possess a particular type of
automorphism; [7] surveys this work. In this paper we classify all [52, 26, 10]
self-dual codes with an automorphism of order 7. We show that there are 499
inequivalent codes and, in the process, discover that only two weight enumer-
ators arise. One of these enumerators has not occurred before.341
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342 HUFFMAN AND TONCHEVIn this correspondence, we let C be a [52, 26, 10] self-dual binary code. By
[1], C has weight enumerator
="1#250y10#7980y12#42800y14#2 or (1)
="1#(442!16b)y10#(6188#64b)y12#53040y14#2, (2)
where b is a nonnegative integer. The codes we produce all have weight
enumerators (2) with b"0 or b"7. Conway and Sloane [1] present a code
with weight enumerator (1). Tsai [13] and Gulliver}Harada [2] present codes
with weight enumerator (2) for b"0. Tsai’s code has trivial automorphism
group while the Gulliver}Harada code has automorphism group of order 52.
The codes we present all have automorphisms of order 7 and hence will not
be equivalent to the Tsai or Gulliver}Harada codes. No other codes with
b"7 seem to be known.
Suppose C has an automorphism of odd prime order p with c p-cycles and
f "xed points. Using the theory developed in [5, 6, 14, 15], C can be decom-
posed as a direct sum of particularly nice codes; an example of this decompo-
sition will be given next. Looking at this decomposition, one can show that
no code exists for many values of p, c, and f and that when the code exists, the
form of a generator matrix is restricted. Using these techniques (see [6, 15] for
similar examples) it can be shown that the only possibilities for (p, c, f ) are
(3, 14, 10), (3, 16, 4), (5, 10, 2), (7, 7, 3), (13, 4, 0), and (17, 3, 1). Here we examine
the case p"c"7, f"3.
So we assume that p is an automorphism of C with
p"(1, 2,2,7) (8, 9,2,14)2(43, 44,2,49) (50) (51) (52),
where if y"cp for c3C, then y
i
"c
ip~1 for 14i452. To decompose the
code, letR be the semisimple ring GF(2)[X]/(X7#1), where X is an indeter-





























. Figure 1 gives
the elements of the "elds I
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acts trivially on I
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, let cD)j be the 7-tuple c7(j~1)‘1c7(j~1)‘22c7j for
14j47. De"ne C(p)"Mc3CDcp"cN"Mc3C D c D)j3M0, 1N for 14j47N,
and for i"1, 2 de"ne E
i




























cD)j"0 and c*j "1 if cD)j"1 for 14j47 and c*8 c*9c*10"c50c51c52. De"ne




















(p)N for i"1, 2. Because C is self-dual, [6, Theorem 1]





(p)* under the ordinary inner product over I
2
. By examining the [10, 5]
codes in [10] and rearranging the 7-cycles and "xed points of C, a generator
matrix of C(p) is
gen(C(p))"
1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 1











have weight 4 as binary




(p)* are [7,K, D] and [7, 7!K,D@]
codes with D and D@ at least 3. By the Singleton bound 24K45. By
changing the ordering of the coordinates from 1, 2,2,52 to
1, 7, 6,2, 2, 8, 14, 13,2,9, 15, 21, 20,2 (re#ecting the order in p~1) and re-
placing p by p~1, C (p) remains unchanged while ai and ci are reversed,




(p). Thus we may assume that K"2







By arguments similar to those of [6, Theorem 2], one can show that two
codes having p as automorphism, each with C(p) as in (3), are equivalent if
and only if they are equivalent by a product of maps given below:
f Apply permutations to the seven 7-cycles, labeled 1,2,7, and three
"xed points 8, 9, 10 from the group of order 48 generated by (1, 2),
(3, 4, 5)(8, 9, 10), and (3, 5, 4, 7)(8, 9), which is the subgroup of the automor-
phism group of C (p)* "xing the 7-cycles and "xed points setwise.
f Apply cyclic shifts to each 7-cycle independently, which is equivalent
to scaling columns of E
1
(p)* by powers of a.
f Replace p by p2 or p4 and reorder the coordinates in each 7-cycle
accordingly, which is equivalent to replacing a by a2 or a4, which in turn is
equivalent to applying elements of the Galois group of I
1
.




a0 0 a0 a0 a0 a0 a0




a0 0 0 0
0 a0 0 0
0 0 a0 0
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Weight Distributions in (2)
Weight b"0 b"7
0, 52 1 1
10, 42 442 330
12, 40 6188 6636
14, 38 53040 53040
16, 36 308958 306718
18, 34 1270360 1272600
20, 32 3754569 3758601
22, 30 8065616 8058448








rst: e14 e21 e22 e24 e40 e43 e45 012 013 016 024 025 114 116 142 143 221
A
2
rstuv: e013e e031e e035e e0111 e0116 e0121 e0123 e0131 e0151 e0154 e0155
e0156 e0325 e0330 e0333 e0350 e0351 e0356 0e12e 0e16e 0e35e 0e122 0e124
0e140 0e143 0e145 0e146 0e166 01e3e 01e6e 01e36 01e46 01e52 01e56 01e64
03e14 03e24 03e25 01025 01030 01042 01046 01061 01133 01134 01143 01151
01153 01163 01166 01226 01230 01232 01233 01251 01262 01263 01323 01331
01343 01365 01431 01435 01455 01456 01460 01464 01531 01553 01555 01560
01564 01630 01652 01662 01663 03053 03152 03161 03256 03263
A
3
rstuvw: ee01e2 ee01e6 ee03e5 ee0110 ee0116 ee0131 ee0135 ee0136 ee0150
ee0154 e0e0e1 e0e1e3 e0e012 e0e014 e0e015 e0e034 e0e125 e0e142 e0e146
e0e152 e0e162 e01023 e01213 e01216 e01225 e01226 e01235 e01260 e01264
e01331 e01334 e01346 e01351 e01352 e01432 e01443 e01446 e01452 e01532
e01534 e03056 0e01e5 0e03e2 0e03e6 1e02e0 1e04e0 1e04e5 1e05e0 1e05e4
1e06e0 1e06e6 3e02e2 0e013e 1e021e 1e032e 1e036e 0e0114 0e0124 0e0153
0e0162 0e0165 1e0215 1e0236 1e0242 1e0254 1e0266 1e0313 1e0333 1e0524
1e0622 00e1e3 00e1e5 10e26e 10e36e 10e42e 10e52e 10e56e 30e14e 30e46e
30e64e 30e65e 00e122 00e123 00e143 00e153 00e166 00e315 00e324 00e351
00e355 10e216 10e235 10e246 10e264 10e526 10e560 10e612 10e615 10e634
10e635 10e644 10e655 30e214 30e215 30e266 001e2e 101e4e 101e6e 102e5e
102e6e 001e23 001e35 003e11 003e12 003e14 003e42 003e44 003e56 101e40
101e46 101e52 101e63 102e44 102e53 104e10 104e16 104e23 104e52 104e53
106e14 106e15 106e23 106e25 106e42 304e22 304e30 304e35 304e52 001123
001132 001152 001154 001164 001234 001235 001243 001246 001253 001325
001423 001432 001462 001463 001564 001634 001635 003165 003256 003465
101226 101250 101254 101263 101265 101360 101460 101534 102042 102045
102245 102255 102263 102266 102350 102642 102655 103266 103355 103540
103550 104255 104266 105463 301062 301461 302255 302640




rstuv: e002e e0022 e0042 e0044 e0046 e0054 e0065 00205 00206 00213 00214
00215 00224 00233 00264 00334 00335
A
5
rstuvwxy: 01e00e02 01e00e05 01e01e04 01e02e06 10e00e01 10e00e06 10e01e04
10e02e06 12e00e02 12e00e05 12e02e05 12e02e06 12e05e06 13e00e04 13e01e02
14e00e03 10e000e5 10e010e5 10e030e5 11e010e2 11e010e4 11e050e6 11e060e2
13e030e5 01e0006e 01e0101e 01e0105e 01e0201e 01e0406e 12e0003e 12e0103e
12e0206e 13e0203e 14e0001e 01e00022 01e00032 01e00034 01e00066 01e01022
01e01026 01e01035 01e02045 01e02066 01e05014 01e05026 10e00011 10e00012
10e00014 10e00032 10e00033 10e00034 10e00036 10e00043 10e00044 10e00053
10e00065 10e01005 10e01006 10e01011 10e01015 10e01026 10e01043 10e02003
10e02004 10e02014 10e02015 10e02023 10e02044 10e02065 10e06003 10e06006
11e01036 11e01042 11e01046 11e01062 11e01064 11e02005 11e02015 11e02016
11e02036 11e04002 11e04006 11e04024 11e04054 12e00004 12e01013 12e01023
12e01045 12e02055 12e04065 12e05001 12e05034 12e05045 13e00015 13e00022
13e00024 13e01006 13e01066 13e02015 14e00003 14e01066 15e00022 16e00005
16e00011 16e05005 010e2016 010e2055 010e2063 010e4016 10e4022 010e4065
100e1032 100e1043 100e1063 100e1064 120e3035 120e3066 120e4006 01012034
01012045 01013034 01016024 01016063 01022055 01022063 01024045 01044055
10001003 10001005 10001054 10002014 10002031 10004025 10005006 10005013
10005034 10006043 12001005 12003006 12004006 12004023 12004045 12006023
12006033 12006055 12006063 12011014 12011016 12013066 12014016 12015016
12024036 12025046 12025054 13001004 13002024 13005011 13005066 13012036
13021052 13024061
346 HUFFMAN AND TONCHEVwhere A is a 4]3 matrix over I
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c0 c0 c0 0 0 0 0
c0 c1 0 c0 0 0 0
c0 ci 0 0 c0 0 0
c0 cj 0 0 0 c0 0






0 0 c0D (7)
where AT is A transpose. To construct a generator matrix forC(p), replace the
entries of (3) by the corresponding 7-tuple in Fig. 1. Each row of gen(E
i
(p)*)
corresponds to three rows in gen(E
i










rstuv: e0114 e0312 0e15e 0e155 01223 01425
A
3







rstuvwxy: 11e060e6 10e01055 10e02032 12e00044 12e01033 12e02023 13e04055
010e20e3 01013064 01014035 01034045 12003034 13001002
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i
(p)*) by the corresponding 7-tuple from
I
i
in Fig. 1 and adjoining 000 at the end; the second and third rows are
obtained by applying p and p2 to the "rst row. The rows from the generator




(p) form a generator matrix for C.TABLE IV
Generator Matrix of Code with b"7
1111111 1111111 0000000 0000000 0000000 0000000 0000000 000
0000000 0000000 1111111 0000000 0000000 0000000 1111111 011
0000000 0000000 0000000 1111111 0000000 0000000 1111111 101
0000000 0000000 0000000 0000000 1111111 0000000 1111111 110
0000000 0000000 0000000 0000000 0000000 1111111 0000000 111
1110100 0000000 0000000 0000000 0000000 1110100 1110100 000
0111010 0000000 0000000 0000000 0000000 0111010 0111010 000
0011101 0000000 0000000 0000000 0000000 0011101 0011101 000
0000000 1110100 0000000 0000000 0000000 1110100 0111010 000
0000000 0111010 0000000 0000000 0000000 0111010 0011101 000
0000000 0011101 0000000 0000000 0000000 0011101 1001110 000
0000000 0000000 1110100 0000000 1110100 1110100 0000000 000
0000000 0000000 0111010 0000000 0111010 0111010 0000000 000
0000000 0000000 0011101 0000000 0011101 0011101 0000000 000
0000000 0000000 0000000 1110100 1110100 0111010 0111010 000
0000000 0000000 0000000 0111010 0111010 0011101 0011101 000
0000000 0000000 0000000 0011101 0011101 1001110 1001110 000
0000000 0000000 1001011 1001011 1001011 0000000 0000000 000
0000000 0000000 1100101 1100101 1100101 0000000 0000000 000
0000000 0000000 1110010 1110010 1110010 0000000 0000000 000
1001011 1001011 1001011 0010111 0000000 1001011 0000000 000
1100101 1100101 1100101 1001011 0000000 1100101 0000000 000
1110010 1110010 1110010 1100101 0000000 1110010 0000000 000
1001011 0010111 0000000 0010111 0000000 0000000 1001011 000
1100101 1001011 0000000 1001011 0000000 0000000 1100101 000
1110010 1100101 0000000 1100101 0000000 0000000 1110010 000
348 HUFFMAN AND TONCHEV2. THE RESULTS
K"2: Up to equivalence there are exactly two [52, 26, 10] codes where
gen(E
1
(p)*) is (4) and gen(E
2
(p)*) is (6). They are given by (i, j, k)"(2, 3, 4)
and (2, 4, 6). Both codes have weight enumerator (2) with b"0.
K"4: Up to equivalence there are exactly 497 [52, 26, 10] codes where
gen(E
1
(p)*) is (5) and gen(E
2
(p)*) is (7). The matrix A"A
i
in (5) is one of the
"ve possibilities in Fig. 2.
They have weight enumerator (2) with b"0 or b"7. The weight distribu-
tions are given in Table I; all weights not listed have no codewords of that
weight. The parameters r, s,2 for Ai that yield the [52, 26, 10] codes are
given in Tables II and III. We illustrate how to read these tables. In the row of
Table II headed A
1
is the list of parameters rst followed by strings of length
3 such as e14. This represents the code with A"A
1
where r"0, s"a1, and
t"a4; that is, we give the logs of the parameters with e representing 0.
Finally in Table IV we give the generator matrix of the "rst code from Table
III. The "rst "ve rows of the generator matrix come from (3); the next 12 rows
come from (5) with A"A
1
, r"0, and s"t"a1; and the last nine rows come
from (7).
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